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Abstract 
Let ,~ be a compact semigroup of operators on F n, where F = R or F = C. A norm p 
on F" is said to be ,~f-subinvariant if 
p(Sx) <~ p(x) for all S E ,5 r', x E F n. 
If ,cP is a closed subgroup of unitary operators on F" the concept of Y/'-subinvariant 
norm coincides with the concept of ,9"-invariant norm studied in (C.K. Li, N.K. Tsing, 
Linear Algebra Appl. 150 (1991) 179-194). In this paper some basic properties of 6e- 
subinvariant norms are studied, and several results of Li and Tsing (C.K. Li, N.K. 
Tsing, Linear Algebra Appl. 150 (1991) 179.-194) on group-invariant norms are ex- 
tended to semigroup-subinvariant norms. As an application, necessary and sufficient 
conditions on a pair of vectors x, y E F" are obtained such that p(x) <~ p~) holds for each 
weakly monotonic norm p. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let F" be the n-dimensional real or complex vector space of  column vectors 
x = (x~,... ,x,,) t, and let ,~ be a nonempty subset of the algebra F "×" of all n x n 
matrices with entries in F. 
A (semi)norm p on F" is said to be ~fC~-subint,ariant if 
p(Sx) <~ p(x) for all S E ,9", x E F". (1) 
Notice that the existence of an ,~-subinvariant orm p on F n implies that ,9 '~ is a 
bounded subset of F ''×''. Let s(,Se) be the multiplicative subsemigroup of F n×" 
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generated by be augmented with the identity matrix I, E F "×''. It is clear that a 
seminorm p is be-subinvariant if and only if it is s(be)-subinvariant. Since 
Eq. (1) is still valid if we replace A¢ by its closure, we assume throughout the 
paper that be is a compact (=closed and bounded) multiplicative subsemi- 
group of F "×" containing the identity L,. 
In Section 1 we study the basic properties of ~9°-subinvariant orms. We 
prove the existence of be-subinvariant orms, and show that the notion of 
the semigroup-subinvariant norm generalizes the notion of the group-in- 
variant norm studied in [1] and [2]. We obtain also a result on duality of 
subinvariantness, and characterize semigroups be for which the Euclidean 
norm I[ 112 is be-subinvariant. In Section 3 we extend several results of Li 
and Tsing [1] concerning the group-invariant norms to the semigroup-sub- 
invariant norms. In particular, we show that every be-subinvariant seminorm 
admits a representation i  terms of be(c)-radii (the concept that was intro- 
duced in [1] for groups), and give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
pair of vectors x,y E F" such that p(x)<~ p(y) for each be-subinvariant orm 
p. 
Among numerous examples of group-invariant norms given in [1] we can 
find the absolute (or monotonic) norm. A slightly weaker notion is the weakly 
monotonic norm ([3], 5.5.13). A norm p on F" is said to be weakly monotonic if
p(x) ~ p(y) for all x,y E F" such that xj = yj for all j = 1,. . . ,  n except for j = k 
for which xk = 0. Weak-monotonicity coincides for F = R with orthant- 
monotonicity introduced in [4]. Some useful characterizations of weakly 
monotonic norms are contained in [5]. It tbllows easily from definitions that 
weakly monotonic norms are just .~r-subinvariant orms, with .'/' the semi- 
group of all diagonal matrices diag(di,... ,d,) satisfying dj E {0, 1} tbr allj. In 
Section 4 we apply the results concerning eneral be-subinvariant orms to 
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on a pair of vectors x,y E F" such 
that p(x) <~ p(y) (or p(x) = P0')) for each weakly monotonic norm p. 
Several proofs are based on geometric properties of convex sets, so we recall 
some definitions and notation. For the basic theory of convex sets we refer the 
reader to [6] and [7]. Let K be a nonempty subset of F". The cont, ex hull of K is 
the set co (K) of all convex combinations ~ j  ,;.jxj (~ j  2j = !, 2i >t 0) of ele- 
ments x~ E K, and equals K if and only if K is convex. The absolute cont, ex hull 
of K is the set aco (K) of all absolutely convex combinations 
~i2jX~  (~ [2i1 <~1) of elements x; E K, and equals K if and only if K is 
absolutely convex. It is well known that aco(K)=co(bal(K)) ,  where 
bal(K) = {Zx': 121 <~ I, x ~ K} is the balanced hull of K. The closed convex hull of 
K is the closure of co(K) and is denoted by ~--6(K). If K is convex, ext(K) is the 
set of all extreme points of K. The polar of K is the set 
K ° = {x E F": ly'xl <~ 1 for all y 6 K}. 
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By the bipolar theorem K °° equals the closure of aco(K). Moreover, if K is 
compact, then K °° = aco(K). 
For each seminorm p on F" we denote by Bp its closed unit ball 
{x E F"'p(x) ~< 1}. It is well kaown that the polar Bp =_ (Bp) ° of Bp is compact, 
and that B~] ° -- Bp. If p is a norm, B~, is the closed unit ball of the dual norm 
pp. 
If ~'~ is a compact subsemigroup of F "×', then co(~V') and aco(Se) are 
compact semigroups. It is easy to see that a (semi)norm p on F" is 5f-subin- 
variant if and only if it is aco(.ff)-subinvariant (or co(Sf)-subinvariant). For 
each nonempty subset M C_ F" we denote by aco.ff(M) the set 
aco(,9~(M))=(aco(Sf))(M).  If M= {x}, we put aco,~(x) instead of 
acoST({x}). 
2. Basic properties 
Let from now on ~f be a compact multiplicative subsemigroup of F "×" 
containing the identity L, E F "x', and let 5¢~*= {S*:S E ,)o} be its adjoint 
semigroup. 
In the sequel we use frequently the following equivalence for seminorms p: 
pis.~-subinvariant ~ YT(Bp) C_ B r. (2) 
The implication =~ in Eq. (2) is obvious. To prove the converse suppose that 
~(Bt, ) c_ Bp, and take any S E .~/'. if p(x)= O, then Fx c_ Bp and therefore 
F(Sx) C_ Bp,, hence p(Sr) = 0. if p(x) ¢ 0, then p(x)-Ix E Bt,, and consequently 
p(x)-ISx E Bt,. It follows that p(Sx) ~ p(x), hence p is ,'/'-subinvariant. Since we 
assume that 1,, ~ ,~, the inclusion ,'/'(Bp) C B r in Eq. (2) can be replaced by 
= B,,.  
A norm p is .7'-subinvariant if and only if .,/' is contained in the compact 
semigroup 
r~,p= {SEF,×,,:p(Sx)<~p(x) forall xEF"}  
of all p-contractions. The existence of an .Cf-subinvariant norm follows now 
easily from ([R]. !emm~ 1.3). Let us show that F" has plenty .'/~-subinvariant 
norms. 
Theorem 2.1. Let q he a norm on F". 
(a) The function pl: F" ~ R defined by 
pl(x) = max{q(Sx):S E .9 p} 
is an 5t%subinvariant orm that is" mininlal amongst aH 5/'-subinvariant norms p 
satisJ'ying p >>. q. 
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(b) The gauge fimction ( = the Minkowski functional) p,_ of the set aco ~(Bq) is 
an ~-subinvariant norm that is maximal amongst all ~-subinvariant norms p 
satisfying p <~ q. 
Proof. (a): The compactness of 6P and the continuity of q imply that pl is well 
defined. A straightforward calculation shows that pl is an ~-subinvariant 
seminorm. Since I, E if', pi >i q, and hence pl is a norm. Suppose that an 5e- 
subinvariant norm p satisfies p >i q. Then p(x) >t p(Sx) >f q(Sx) for each S E 6e 
and x E F", and therefore p >i pl. 
(b): The set C = aco ,gP(Bq) is absolutely convex and compact. Since L, E ,9 °, 
C contains Bq, and is therefore a neighborhood of zero. The gauge function 
of C is a norm that satisfies Bm= C and ,~(C) c_ C, hence by Eq. (2) it is 5e. 
subinva~ iailt. 3uppose that p is an 6e-subinvariant orm satisfying p <~ q. Then 
aco,~(Bp) = Bp and Bq G Bp, hence C = acoSC~(Bq) c_ aco~90(Bp) -- Bp and 
consequently p ~< p2. [--1 
If ,9¢ is contained in the semigroup {~L," ¢ E F, Iffl 1 }, then every norm on 
F" is 5e-subinvariant. Another extreme case occurs when 5P is maximal, and 
therefore by ([8], Theorem 1.5) of the form ~p for some norm p. It is clear that 
each norm cp with constant c > 0 is <t;p-subinvariant. To prove the converse 
suppose that a norm q is <.~ " " ~p-submvanant, and denote by/~ and ~ the norms on 
F "×" induced by p and q respectively. Then c~(S) ~< l for all S E F""" satisfying 
~(S) <~ I. This implies that 0(S)~/~(S) for all S E F"'". It follows from ([3], 
Corollary 5.6.25) that/~ = ~, hence by ([3], Corollary 5.6.23) there is a constant 
c > 0 such that q = cp. 
The notion of the semigroup-subinvariant (semi)norm generalizes the 
notion of the group-invariant (semi)norm studied in [1]. Indeed, if ,9 "° is a 
compact multiplicative group of operators on F", and p is an 5f-subinvariant 
seminorm on F", then for each S E ,9 ° and each x E F" we have S -~ E ~/' and 
p(x) = p(S-t(Sx)) <,p(Sx) <~p(x), hence p is .~-invariant in the sense of [11: 
p(Sx) = p(x) for all S E .~',x E F". 
The following result characterizes compact semigroups .cT that possess ~-  
invariant norms. It shows also that the study of semigroup-invariant norms can 
be reduced to that of group.-invariant orms. 
Theorem 2.2. The follow#lg conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There exists an .Sr)-#wariant orm; 
(b) ,el is contained in a compact group ~ of  invertible operators on F n. 
Moreover, a compact group ff h~ (b) can be chosen such that ~-invariant 
norms coincide with ff-invariant norms. 
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Proof. (a) =~ (b): Let p be a given .9°-invariant norm. Since p(Sx) = p(x) for all 
S E ,9 °, x E F n, each S E ~ is invertible. Put ,9 °-I = {S-I: S E 6e}, and note 
that the semigroup if0 generated by ,~ u ,~-l is a group. It follows easily from 
p(S- x) = = p(x) ,  s E 
that p is ~0-invariant. This implies that f#0 is bounded, hence the closure 
= cl(~0) of c~0 is a group satisfying (b). 
(b) =~ (a): Suppose that (b) is satisfied. Theorem 2.1 ensures the existence of 
a ~-subinvariant orm p. Since G is a compact group, p is ~-invariant and 
hence 6e-invariant, so (a) follows. 
The proof of the implication (a) =~ (b) shows that every ~-invariant norm is 
c~0-invariant, and therefore also ¢#-invariant. 1--1 
Theorem 2.3. Let p be a norm on F", and let t 90 be its dual norm. Thet~ p is 5 e- 
subinvariant if and only i].pO is .~*-subinvariant. 
Proof. Recall that B~ equals the closed unit ball of pO. The equivalence 
S(Bp) C_ Bp ~ S*(B~,) C_ B°p, S E 5 r' (3) 
that follows from ([6], 9.9.3) (see also [7], Corollary 16.3.2L combined with 
Eq. (2) completes the proof. IN 
If .~t' is self-adjoint (that is .'t' = .,/'), Theorem 2.3 shows that a norm p is .C/- 
subinvariant if and only if its dual norm pO is .,/~-subinvariant. Since in par- 
ticular all the semigroups of real diagonal matrices are self-adjoint, it tbllows 
that a norm is (weakly) monotonic if and only if its dual norm is (weakly) 
monotonic. For another proof c~f this equivalence see for example [5]. 
If ,~ is a subgroup of the group of unitary (orthogonal) operators on F", 
then the Euclidean norm I1 112 is .~'-invariant. For semigroups we have the 
following related result. 
Theorem 2.4. The Euclidean norm II 112 on F' is .C/-subinvariant i]'and only if the 
semigroup ,~ generated by ,ff U ,~* is bounded. I f  ,q ~ is self-adjoint, then I1" 112 is 
5e-subinvariant. 
Proof. Let Ill. [[[2 be the spectral I~,,,rm on F "×". It is clear that [I. []2 is ,~- 
subinvariant if and only if IIIsill2 ~1 for each S E .9 ~'. Suppose that .~ is 
bounded, and take any S E .~. Then (S'S) k E .T for k = 1,2,. . .  , hence the 
boundedness of :~- implies p(S*S) ~ 1. It follows that IllSlll2 <- 1 ([3], Section 
5.6), thus the norm I1" l]2 is ,f-subinvariant. 
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Suppose now that ]l" 112 is 5e-subinvariant. Then IllSlll= 1 for each S E 5 e. 
Since II1" IIIz is a self-adjoint matrix norm, it f~llows that IIITI112 I for each 
T E ,Y', hence ,Y- is bounded. 
If ow is self-adjoint, then J equals the compact semigroup 5~, hence I1 • 112 is 
~-subinvariant by the first part of the theorem. ISl 
It can be seen easily that for each p E [0, 1) 
= "n= 1,2,. . .  tS{0,I,} 5¢~P 0 p 
is a compact subsemigroup of F z×z that is not self-adjoint. The norm I " 112 is 
5¢0-subinvariant, but it is not 5f~,-subinvariant for p E (0, 1). 
3. S(c)-radius 
The notion of G(c)-radius, introduced by Li and Tsing in [1] in order to 
study the G-invariant norms can be transplanted to the semigroup case as 
follows. 
Let c E F'. Then the set ;/'(c) is compact, and hence the ,~(c)-radius 
r,,i,.l(x) = max{ly*xl:y ~ ;J°(c) } 
is a well defined function F" ---, R. The following result extends ([1], Theorem 
3. I). The proof is easy and is left to the reader. 
Theorem 3.1. Let c E F". Then r.,~l,. ~ is an ,'/'*-subinvariant sem#u~rm. Moreoeer, 
r.,rl,,I is a norm if  and only i l 'Span;f(c) = F". 
Our next result shows that every 5/'-subinvariant seminorm admits a rep- 
resentation i  terms of r,r.l,.~-radii. It generalizes Theorem 3.3 of [1] and Re- 
mark II concerning its proof. 
Theorem 3.2. Let p be an 5/'-subinvariant seminorm on F". Then./or each x E F" 
p(x) = max{,..r.c,, (x).c E B~}. 
Moreover, i f 'K  is a compact subset o[" F", then the/bllo~viJ,~;~ c, mditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) p(x) = max]r,j.i,,l(x).e E K} for each x E F"; 
o o (b) K C Bp and ext(Bt, ) C_ bal(Sf*(K)). 
Proof. Since K is compact and since for each x E F" the function c ~ r,j.c,.)(x ) is 
continuous, max in (a) can be replaced by sup. Observing that the closed unit 
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ball of the seminorm r./.~,, t equals . '/ '(c) '~, it is routine to verify that (a) is 
equivalent to 
B, = (c) 
c'EK 
Using the equality 
/u ) N,~'*(c) ° = .gr*(c  = ¢¢*(K) ~ 
cEK \c~?.K 
and the fact that Bp = B °° we see that (a) is equivalent to 
P 
Bp = ,9"'(K) '~°. (4) 
Since ,~* (K) °° equals the closed convex hull of the compact set bal(,V ~'" (K)), the 
Krein-Milman theorem shows that Eq. (41 implies ext(B;~,)G bal(;F*(K)). 
Since in addition K G V'* )~ • (K Eq. (4) implies also K C_ B);,. 
Suppose now that K satisfies (b). Notice that p satisfies Eq. (3). and use 
.~ (B,,) C_ Bj,. Hence .7' (A)c_ .,t' (B~,) C_ B v, and conse- Eq. (2) to obtain /'* ° " " 
quently the Krein-Milman theorem yields 
O ,"~ ,I, ,5 O 
B r = ~-6(ext(Bi;)) C_ ~-6(bal(.~"(K))) = .'/' (K) c_ B~. 
so Eq. (4) follows. 
Notice that (b) holds for every compact set K satisfying ext(B~,) C K C B),. 
hence the first assertion follows from the second one. F-1 
Lrsing .'/(¢.)-radii we can obtain the Ibllowing generalization o1" ([I]. Theo- 
rem 3.4). 
Theorem 3.3. Let x,y E F". The.following conditions are equivah'nt: 
(a) p(x) <~ p(y) for every .'/'-slthint'ari:mt seminorm p: 
(b) p(x) <~ p(y) for eveo' .~'-suhinvariant ornr p: 
(c) r.,.¢,.l(x) <~ r.,.~,l(y).[br all c E F": 
(d) x E ;Z'(y) °° (or x E aco.'/~(y)). 
I f  Yf is absohttely convex, the above comhtions a,'e equivalent o x E .'/~(y). 
Proof. The implication (a) ~ (b) is clear. 
(b) .... (c): We use tl':c idea of the proof of the related implication in ([1], 
Theorem 3.4). Theorem 2.1 ensures the existence of an .'/'-subinvariant orm l?~ 
on F". Then fox each t E [0. !) and each c E F" the function 
p, : z ,--* (1 - t)po(z) + tr./.i,.i(z) 
is an ;f-subinvariant norm. The condition (b) implies that p,(x) <~ p,(y) for each 
t E [0, 1), hence (c) follows by continuity. 
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(c) ~ (d): Recall that the unit ball of r,,.i,.~ equals 9~'*(c) °. Thus, it follows 
fi'om (c) that v E .9"*(c) ~ implies x E .cf'(c)°. Using a simple equivalence 
z E ~'~ (c)  ~ ,', .'- c ~ ,9~(z) ° 
we get .7)(y)° C_ .~'(x) °, and consequently .gO(x)°° c_ ,~(y)°:. Since Yf(y) is 
compact, this implies x E aco~(y) .  
S"" ).fijv for some ,:.j E F, S, E 9 ° (d) ~ (a): It follows from (d) that x = ,_.,/--! . 
such that 3-""' !~.j] <~ 1 Thus, each ,~'-subinvariant seminorm p satisfies ,....,j ~-I 
m ill 
p(x) <~ y~l;.jlp(a/y),<. ~--~[;.,,Ip(.v) = p(y) 
/ ~ I /--i 
and hence (a) follows. L3 
Corollary 3.4. Let x, y E F", and assume that .9 ¢~ is contahled hi the multiplicative 
sem~roup o.]" diagomtl matrices. 
(a) I f  p(x)<~p(y).fi~r eveo' ,~'-subhlrariant norm p, then [xil<~lyi[ .[br 
. /= ! . . . . .  n. 
(b) l f  T E F '''~'' sati.~[ies p(72) ~, p(z).for all z E F" and /br all ;1%subinvariant 
mwms p, then T E aco.'/'. 
Proofi (a): By Theorem 3.3 there exists a matrix D = diag(dl . . . . .  d,,) E aco,Cf 
such that x = Dr. The boundedness of . ' / impl ies that the set {D': n = ! ,2 . . .}  
is bounded. It follows that [di[ ~ I and therelbre [xil ~ 1))1 fo r . /=  1 . . . .  ,n. 
Cb): it tbllows from (a) that Te~ E Fe~ for k = I . . . . .  n, hence T is diagonal. 
Put e = e~ + . . .  + e,,. Theorem 3.3 implies that Te = St, for some S E aco,~'. 
Since T and S are diagonal, T= S, so the proof  is complete. E] 
Corollary 3.4 shows that an absolutely convex compact semigroup ,V of 
diagonal matrices is maximal in the following sense. If .¢" is a compact sub- 
semigroup of F"'" such that .u--subinvariant norms coincide with ,'/'-subin- 
variant norms, then .¢" c .,/'. 
Our next result generalizes Theorem 3.5 of [1]. 
Theorem 3.5. Let .'/' hc ahsolutelv convex and sel./-a¢Ooint. 
x. v E F" the./idlowing conditio,s are equirah, nt." 
(a) p(x) = p(y)fin" ererv .'/-suhim,ariant (semi) norm p: 
(b) .'/(x) = .,/(y): 
(c) r., ~,,(x) = r,~,,(y).!'or all c E F": 
(d) r,i,.!(x) = r,~,,(y).for c = x and for c = y. 
Then .lbr each 
Proof. Combine the proof of ([ l ], Theorem 3.5) with Theorems 3.3 and 2.4. I--1 
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4. Weak ly  monotonic  norms 
Let ~ be the group of  all diagonal unitary or diagonal orthogonal  matrices 
according as F = C or F = R. Then the ~.9-invariant orms are just the absolute 
(or monotonic)  norms. Let x ,y  E F". If  p(x) <~ PO') for every absolute norm p, 
Corol lary 3.4 implies that IxJl b>l for j - -  1 . . . . .  n. To prove the converse 
suppose that ixjl ~< Ivjl for j = 1 . . . . .  n. Since the semigroup .9 ~~ -- aco~.# consists 
of all diagonal matrices d iag(d l , . . .  ,d,,) satisfying 1,4,-I <~ 1 for each j , x  = Dy for 
some D E ,9 v. It follows by Theorem 3.3 that p(x)<~ PO') for every .9'=subin- 
variant norm p. 
Thus, we have proved that p(x) <~ PO') for each absolute norm p if and only 
if Ix;I -<- b>l for j = 1 . . . . .  n. As an application of Theorem 3.3 we get a related 
result for weakly monotonic  norms. 
Theorem 4.1. Let n > 1, x,.v C F", and h't : E F 2':- I he defined by 
{ x, v7 ~ (f yj # O. 
Z1 = 0 Otherwise. 
Let {ej: 1 <~j <~ 2" - 1 } be the stamtard basis o f  F 2''-I, and h't m = 2" - n -- 1. 
Denote by W the subspace o.['F z'-' generated by t'ectotw 
w i=e , ,+ j+Ze~,  j=  1 . . . . .  m. 
i6Jt 
where {Ji, . . . . .  /,,, } is the .family of  all subsets o.l { ! . . . . .  n } u'ith at h'ast t~t'o 
elements. The folh~wing statement.,: are equit'ah'nt: 
(a) p(x) <~ p(y).for ea~'h u'eakh' mo,otonit' nor, t p: 
Ib) Ix / l (  l y i l f i " J  = 1 . . . . .  n, and min{ l l z -w l l l :w  E W} <~ !. where I]" I!l is 
the l l-norm on F 2"- i. 
Proof. Let ~gv0 be the semigroup of all diagonal matrices diag(al . . . . .  a,,) with 
ay E {0, I} for all j ,  and let . ' / '=  aco>/'0. Recall that a norm is weakly 
monoton ic  if and only  if it is .~/-subinvariant.  Put J,,,*i = {./}. J = 1 . . . . .  n. and 
for each k E {1 . . . . .  2" -  1} denote by Dk ~_ F ''~'' the matrix D~ = 
diag(dlk . . . .  , d,,~) defined by dik = 1 i f j  E J~ and di~ = 0 otherwise. Then 
.~ = aco{Dk: 1 ~< k ~< 2" - 1 }. 
hence .~ consists of all (diagonal) matrices of the form 
"~" I "~" I 
k-=! k=l  
It follows that D-d iag(d l  . . . . .  d,,) belongs 
d = (d l , . . . ,d , ,0  . . . .  ,0) t from F 2"-! satisfies 
to .~! if and only if 
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d ~_. (z) ~"~ ~ e, + g,,+je, 
k :: 1 \ iEJ~ / j :  I 
for some ¢ = (¢1,. . . ,  ~_,,-l)' 
implies 
m 11 d- -y~kwk ~<1, 
k=l  I 
and therefore rain{ I ]d-  will" w E W} ~< 1. 
Conversely, if ra in{l id-  w[II" w E W} ~< 1, then 
(6) 
= t F m . (~ . . . .  ~.,,,) E It follows that 
V'c l  " 2 (Z)e i  ~_,e , -  ¢, - 
i - I  k--I \,~& / 
F2" -  l E such that II~ll~ <~ 1. It follows that D E 5f ° 
t! 
~-~qje / 
j : : l  
(7) 
Eq. (7) holds for some 
for some (ql, . . . .  0,,) E F" such that ~!  Iq/I + ~ ICx.I <~ 1. Put gm+j = r/j, 
j = ! . . . .  ,n, and observe that d satisfies Eq. (6) with II~ll~ ~< 1. Thus, we have 
proved the equivalence - 
diag(d,, . . .  ,,4,,) ~ ,~r, ¢==~ min{[ Id-  wll, w ~ w} <~ I. (8) 
(a) ~ (b): By Theorem 3.3 it follows from (a) that x = Dy for some D E ,9 e. 
Let P = diag(t~ . . . . .  t,,), where t, = 1 ifyj -¢ 0 and t1 = 0 if),~ = 0. Then P Ec/ , ,  
and theret'ore S = diag(z~ . . . . .  z,,) = P D E .~/'. Corollary 3.4 and Eq. (8) imply 
(b). 
(b) --~ (t,): It lblk)ws I'rom (b) usiag Eq. (8) that S = diag(zi . . . .  ,z,,) E .~/' and 
x = Sv, hence Theorem 3.3 yields (a). C] 
In the case F = R Theorem 4.1 can be replaced by the following useful re- 
suit. 
Theorem 4.2. Let x, y E R ' .  The, fo l iowhlg s ta tements  are equivalent" 
(a) p(x)<~ p(y)fin" each weak ly  monotonic  norm p; 
(b) Ix, I ~< I::,1 &" .J = 1 . . . . .  n, and max,,,~.xjy; 1 - min,.,~oxo,i 1 ~< I. 
Proof. Let .'/'0 and .'/' be the semigroups from the proof of Theorem 4.1. Notice 
that %- co.'/'o satisfies 
~(. = { diag(& . . . . . .  :l,,): 0 <~ dj <~ 1 for all j}. 
We claim that 
"'/ '= U ('~' - tl,,). (9) 
0 ~ t "-~. I 
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Observe that 
= co(  u (- '¢,)) ,  (1o) 
take a D E ,~', and note that D = (1 - t)C~ - ¢C2 for some C~, C2 E ct;,, t E [0,1]. 
Then L, - C2 E ~, hence C3 = (1 - t)C~ + t(L, - C2) E ~, and therefore 
D = C3 - tl,, E (6 -  tL,. 
To prove the converse inclusion in Eq. (9) take a C E ~6:, and combine 
C - t/,, = (1 - t)C - t(L, - C] 
with Eq. (10) to see that C-  tl,, ~_ .'t' for each t E [0, 1]. 
Let D = diag(d~, . . . .  d,,). It follows from Eq. (9) that D E .~' if and only if 
there exists a t E [0, 1] such that 
- t<<,d j<~l - t  for j=  i . . . . .  n. 
Hence if D E if', then 
[dj[~<l for j=  1 . . . .  ,n, and maxd j -  mind;~<l .  (11) 
Conversely, if D satisfies Eq. (11), then 
t=  -min{0,d , , . . . ,d , ,}  E [0, 1] 
and - t  ~< d i ~< 1 - t for each .j, hence D E .'/'. 
(a) =¢, (b): By Theorem 3.3 it lbllows fl'om (a) that .r : Ov lbr some D E .'/', 
hence Eq. (I 1 ) yields (b). 
(b) ~ (a): !1" (b) is satisfied, the diagonal entries 
di = xivi : l if v -¢0, 
• 0 if v=0 
of D = d iag(d l , . . . ,  d,,) satisfy Eq. ( l 1), hence D E .'J'. Since in addition x - Dy, 
Theorem 3.3 gives (a). 153 
Theorem 4.3. Let x ,y  E F". The folhm,ing statements are equivah, nt: 
(a) p(x) = p(y) fo r  eve O, weakl)' monotonic m~rm p: 
(b) y = ~x for  some ~ E F such that -- 1. 
Proof. (a) =~ tb): We use the notation from the proof  of Theorem 4.1. Suppose 
that x and y are nonzero and that (a) is satisfied. Use Corollary 3.4 to see that 
Ixjl = for each j, and denote by J the set of all indices j E {1 . . . . .  n} such 
that xj ¢: 0. 
Theorem 3.3 ensures that x = Dy for some D = diag(dt . . . . .  d,,) E .'/'. It 
~. F2"-  I follows that D satisfies Eq. (5) for some c E , and that ld, I - -  I for each 
jE J .  For  j=  1, . . . .  nput  
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Aj = {k E {l . . . . .  2" -  l}" j J ,}. 
It follows from Eq. (6) that 
dJ = ~-'~k for j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
k~.41 
(12) 
hence using Eq. (5) we see that for each j E J 
2 H - I 
k~4~ k : :  l 
This implies the existence of  a £ E F such that Iff -- 1 and 
5.k = rk".., rk >10. k= I . . . . .  2" -1 .  
Moreover,  for each j E J we have ~1,~4, rk = 1, and therefore by (12) d /= ~. 
Now (b) follows easily. The implication (b) =~ (a) is obvious, l--I 
The lbilowing result shows that weakly monotonic norms cannot be rep- 
resented as .'/'-invariant norms. 
Corollary 4.4. l/" ererv weakh'  ntommmi<' m, 'ot  is . ' /- ineariant, then .'/' is a 
std~grotq, ol tit(' grotq, o.lal l  ntatrices (.!,, with [~ : I. 
Proof. Take some S E .'/, x E F' .  Then p fSx)= p(x) for every weakly 
monotonic norm p, hence Theorem 4.3 ensures that Sx = (.(x)x for some 
~(.x') E F such that I~(.x)t = 1. It is now routine to verify that S = ~/,, for some 
E F such that {~I = I. D 
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